Email Message in Lieu of meeting and minutes for MAY 2017
Team
The regularly scheduled Education Committee meeting on 25 May will be cancelled so we do not conflict
with the Emily K graduation. Instead , please try to go to Emily K and attend the ceremony so that we
have a good showing for the Brown Family Scholarship award. Emily K begins at 5 PM. Parking can be a
challenge, so plan accordingly.
The Education Committee agenda is the set up for the “trade show” idea for the end of the year meeting
on 26 May.
Our committee does a lot and I put together the attached presentation and already created the poster
layout, photos also attached.
If you see anything wrong or that needs to be changed, please let me know.
I consider our part of the trade show done. If you are on other committees or efforts, you may use our
slides as a format template, if you like or simply as a guide for one possible presentation. As you
circulate around the trade show, you may wish to stop in to our committee presentation frequently and
answer any questions the members have about our efforts.
We will have door prizes awarded. Our group will get one and we will have a question related to Books
on Break as our question. Members will enter their answer and we will draw a winner at the end of the
meeting.
Unless there is strong objection, I recommend we do not meet again until Aug 2017. At that meeting,
we need to sort out leadership and the game plan for the following school year. Over the summer, we
will again try to support EDCIs summer lunch program. More details to follow, I believe they need
volunteers over the 9 week run of the program. We will be asked to support teachers as they have
interesting STEAM programs for the kids over the summer. Look for more details and opportunities to
sign up…..
Any feedback on this year’s Ranger Program? Was the sign up genius helpful? We filled 14% of the
available slots. As I have said before, if we were a business, that might be sad, but I consider that we
helped 14% of the school and take that as a positive. We can do sign up genius again next year unless
there is a better idea? Thoughts?
One final question, do you think we could inspire support for other Rotary Clubs to take on another
school for Books on Break? Book Harvest loves our model and methods. Could we export that to
others?
NEXT MEETING 31 AUG @ 5:30 PM @ Lucky Strike.
Hope to see you at Emily K on 25 May.

